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“Ana Konjuh kisses The Elena Baltacha Trophy after winning her first @WTA title at #AegonOpen #Nottingham!” – Photo by @britishtennis via 

Instagram. 

  

Rally for Bally. Thank you Eleanor Preston, as well as the media team at Nottingham for 

pulling it all together. 

  

As We Remember Bally 

  

After the rain clouds lifted in Nottingham, it was fitting that a young and exciting player Ana 

Konjuh made her mark in winning her first WTA Tour title on a Monday morning final. She 

graciously accepted the newly commissioned Elena Baltacha Trophy for the inaugural WTA 
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International Aegon Open, recognising the extraordinary life of the former No. 1 Brit who 

sadly lost her battle with liver cancer a year ago. 

  

Nottingham had been a good place for Bally, reaching three ITF finals on that surface and it 

was where she won her last title in 2013. The LTA took the unprecedented step of naming a 

trophy after a player on the one-year anniversary of her passing, on May 4 2014, aged just 30. 

  

Elena’s husband, Nino Severino, said: “The loss of our darling Bally is a heartbreak that will 

never go away. It’s very touching that the British Tennis family is remembering her this way. 

We’re all working together to keep her legacy alive through the Elena Baltacha Academy of 

Tennis and getting more kids of all backgrounds playing tennis.” 

  

It was a day I remember – having woken up in Madrid for the first day of that tournament. I 

remember doing what I always do, quickly flicking through my mobile, checking twitter and 

actually rubbed my eyes in disbelief. I had been stunned at the announcement of her cancer 

diagnosis and for a few moments I thought that this was some awful twitter scheduling 

mistake on the part of the BBC. 

  

Then I realised it was not some terrible typo, but real. Among the handful of British 

journalists that were in Madrid that week, the atmosphere was understandably muted that 

morning. Plans were underway for quick reaction pieces to camera for the BBC website, and 

for a moment of silence to be held on court at some stage that day. 

  

Twitter tributes started to come in thick and fast as Madrid is one of the WTA’s Premier 

tournaments and some of the world’s best women were there. Listening to some of the pieces, 

you got a sense of just how much of an impact Bally had on the tour. The ceremony on court 

consisted of over 50 players and officials, led by Andy and Jamie Murray, and was incredibly 

moving. 

  

It reminds me of the first Slam I covered, where she made her comeback after injury on a 

protected ranking at Roland Garros. She came out fighting, for sure, but lost to New 

Zealand’s Marina Erakovic, and I duly joined the rest of the Brit press to hear her press 

conference. Honestly, if you had not watched the match, you would think that she had won, 

she was so effervescent at the thrill of playing once more. 

  



She joked about how her fellow players had been all “wow, where have you been” and how 

she should have told them something outrageous like she’d been off having a baby to see how 

quickly the rumour mill would whirl. 

  

I wrote my piece for Tennis Panorama News that day, and being newly qualified as a fully-

fledged and card-carrying journo, I cheekily tweeted it to her, and received a re-tweet and 

thanks which was a good boost for a newbie. When I saw her again at Eastbourne a few 

weeks later, I took a moment to thank her and received a cheery but earnestly heart-felt 

acknowledgement in return. 

  

10sballs editor Francisco Resendiz also spoke about the enduring charm that Bally had, and 

how she was regarded by all, when he presented the Gussy Moran Humanitarian Award on 

Sunday. 

 

Francisco Resendiz of 10sBalls.com presents Nino Severino with Commemorative Charity 

Trophy for Elena Baltacha Foundation on day seven of the WTA Aegon Open Nottingham at 

Nottingham Tennis Centre on June 14, 2015 in Nottingham, England. (Photo by Jon 

Buckle/Getty Images for LTA) 
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“The award is very prestigious and Elena was one of the very first players we ever put a 

10sballs.com patch on,” he said. “She was a great person and all the coaches and the players 

that knew her said she was a great competitor and a phenomenal person in general. 

  

“We wanted to promote tennis as much as possible and what the Elena Baltacha Foundation 

is doing is working with the girls. We thought why don’t we give Elena’s husband, Nino, the 

award on her behalf. We emailed him and he was very, very, grateful for that. 

  

“We told him we had a second gift for him which was $5,000 to go to her foundation. 

Knowing Elena, knowing Nino and the connection to 10sballs.com – she was the ideal 

candidate.” 

  

Thinking back to the end of that day at the French Open, heading back to the hotel in the 

shuttles, I chatted to the BBC’s Russell Fuller about just how remarkable she had been. He 

agreed and said that she’d outlive us all. How I wished that could have been true, that day. 
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Of what journey do I speak? Take your pick. The journey through a long and grueling year on 

the tennis tour, culminating in the World Cup of Tennis, the Davis Cup final between 

Belgium and Great Britain, the traipsing through peak commuting hour apologetically 

mumbling past people, laden like a pack horse with laptop back and wheelie case, or the 

journey we find ourselves on after the terrorist atrocities in Paris a couple of weeks ago, with 

the knock on effects still in evidence. 
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While it is no doubt a small sign of defiance that people do pick themselves up and carry on 

with life, it still felt better to switch to travelling on Eurostar via Lille. Little did I know I was 

on the Disneyland Express. Let’s just be happy I can charge my ipod while listening to it to 

drown out excited squealing about seeing [please insert your favourite Disney character 

here]. 

 

Photo by Global Chick 

 With the draw on Thursday, there is still a lot of speculation as to who Aegon GB captain 

Leon Smith will pick. For his consideration – there is James Ward, for many years a Davis 

Cup and has really come out with some outstanding results when chips were down (that’s 

fries, to you). But coming up on the rails is Kyle Edmund – recently a Challenger winner on 

clay in South America, and actually has the best clay record of the potential British No. 2s 

who travelled out with the team. Smith can substitute his nominated line-up up to an hour 

before the draw. 

 Despite his best run at Wimbledon earlier this year and cracking the Top 100 for the first 

time in his career, Ward has seen a downturn in his fortunes, and he knows that his place in 

the team is now dependent on how the training sessions go for the squad in the somewhat 

draughty Flanders Expo Arena. 

 Ward said, in the pre-draw press conference: “Obviously everyone wants to play in such a 

big competition, obviously the Final. But, you know, it’s been a big team effort for years, as 

Andy said. It’s not just about this year, it’s been about the last four, five years. Many 

different players have played a big part in that. 

 “We’ll all work together as a team and fight for the best result for all of us.” 
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  Those sentiments were echoed by Edmund, who has shown himself to be an incredibly 

grounded individual, but if picked, will need to prepare himself for the possibility of a 

deciding fifth rubber. 

 Edmund added: “Whoever plays is going to give their best. Yeah, they’re going to prepare 

the same way they’ve done every other time. It doesn’t change. It’s a tennis match you’ll 

prepare for.” 

 The British team have been extremely fortunate this year with home ties all the way, beating 

USA in Glasgow in March, France at Queen’s in the summer, and finally getting the better of 

Australia back in Glasgow in the autumn. 

 They know full well the benefit of a home crowd, but could that also be a curse? The Belgian 

team don’t believe so. 

 Belgian Team Captain, Johan Van Herck said: ““I think for Belgium it’s important in sports 

in general, not only in tennis. I think it’s a really good team effort. I think in Belgium 

everybody appreciates that. I think the whole country will be behind us and we’ll try to keep 

the trophy here.” 

Of course the matter of security is foremost in people’s minds. Fans travelling through 

Brussels have tried to find alternatives, as the City only just reopens after being on a 

lockdown. Even the British Stirling University ‘Barmy Army’ changed their minds about 

staying in Brussels for a night, choosing instead to head straight to Ghent. 
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 Van Herck continued: I think we as a team have a lot of confidence in the organisation. I 

know they put in a lot of work even before that. I know when they had to put the work in for 

the security, there’s no reason and we have no doubts that we will be safe here. 

 “But, yeah, the difficulties are there. We try to focus on the sportive side. We cannot do 

anything about security. We have to see if we can get ready as a team. So we try to focus on 

the job and we will be ready on Friday.” 

 Andy Murray said in Britain’s conference: “It’s a different situation in Brussels than it is 

here. I know a lot of fans were staying there and planning on traveling through there. 

Obviously listen to the right people, if you’re doing that. But here in Ghent, everything seems 

fine. It’s very quiet. I think it’s a really nice city. Yeah, I hope as many fans can travel over as 

possible to give us the best support.” 

 · Great Britain have won the Davis Cup 9 times (shared with France) while Belgium are 

bidding for their first title 

· Britain leads the head to head 7-4 

· Britain has a 4-2 record against the Belgians on indoor clay, but have not beaten them since 

1963 (5-0 in Brussels). 

· Belgium beat Great Britain in their previous indoor encounter in 2012, in Glasgow. 

· Belgium is through to the Davis Cup Final for the first time since 1904, where they lost 5-

0… to the British Isles. 
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It is time for the light of British tennis to shine on Kyle Edmund as he makes his debut for 

Aegon GB in every possible way. 

He will lead the British charge in the land of waffles and mayonnaise on chips (fries!) as 

there were surprises galore in the announcements. Steve Darcis, who has been recovering 

from injury is the host’s insurance with his outstanding record of winning decisive fifth 

rubbers – on four occasions he has been the Belgian hero de jour, including in the semi-final 

against Federico Delbonis, to send Argentina packing. 

Leon Smith has had to be just as canny. He has dropped doubles specialist Dominic Inglot, 

who partnered Jamie Murray to a close loss against the Bryan Brothers in their first round 

against the USA earlier this year. 
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But all eyes on Friday afternoon when Edmund will see if he can rise to the occasion against 

the Belgian No. 1 David Goffin. 

He said: “It’s my first match of the Davis Cup for my country. It’s exciting itself, the fact it’s 

a final. At the same time it’s a team event and the team comes first. My job is to give my best 

and give my all. The ultimate goal is obviously to put the point on the board for Great 

Britain.” 

Smith explained: I think that it was always going to be a difficult decision who started the 

weekend. The good thing that coincided with this tie was that the number two singles players 

had all come into good form. James won a challenger in India, Kyle had won a challenger in 

South America. 

It was actually a really good situation to be in. I think where Kyle’s ranking sits now, and 

he’s very comfortable on this surface, is why we’re starting that way. But still a very difficult 

decision. 

So what can we expect from the first day’s action? Well, Edmund has indeed been impressive 

on the clay this year and there is not much between him and Goffin in terms of Win/loss 

rations with Edmund 16-5, and the Belgian 12-7. 

Goffin of course is a world class player, and although Murray wiped the floor with him in 

Paris the other week, he has the experience both on the tour and in Davis Cup. Now the Brit 

is perhaps most of the most grounded individuals you could hope to interview or watch in 

press, but there is no accounting for the fear factor in facing a largely Belgian crowd – the 

Brits will number barely 10% of the total allocation of tickets. 

Edmund said: This is definitely going to be the biggest crowd I’ve played in front of. 

Probably the biggest occasion. The experience I’ve had close to that is probably in Paris in 

my first round when I played a French guy in front of a loud French crowd. 

“It a new experience for me. It’s something I’m going to have to learn as I go through the 

match. But it’s a good problem and it’s exciting.” 

With the Murray brothers reuniting to play doubles, and with Jamie arguably in the best form 

of his career, Smith has at least given himself some insurance of his own with keeping James 

Ward in the side. Ward has been a stalwart dating back to the years when Britain was 

wallowing in the Zonal groups and has come out with some extraordinary wins. 

My first tournament ever to cover was the tie between Russia and Great Britain where we 

came back from 0-2 down to win and Ward, who was utterly bereft with his second rubber 

loss was in turn ecstatic at being part of a team that has since been on the way up. 

Even with the changes, there is a buzz that would indicate that Great Britain are still the 

favourites, and in amongst the inevitable continuation of caution amidst the recent terrorist 

attacks in Paris, and activities just a few miles away in Brussels to bring the fugitives to 

justice, sport can transcend that aspect of life for just a few hours each day over the weekend. 

There are subtle little nods to the fact that the organisers want to help people forget some of 

the sadness in the world with a ‘Belgian Café’ and a ‘British Pub’ … and at least the venue 



has warmed up a bit. Located in something akin to an aircraft hangar, now that the doors 

around the place have been shut after moving in all manner of plat equipment to ready the 

court. There was even a guy buzzing around on a quad-bike. 

The British team were practicing without the aid of the kind of ski-wear that would not be out 

of place in Monte de Brumes (this is Belgium’s one ski resort and not a mountain of brooms, 

as the name might suggest). 

Whichever way we cut it, the heat will be on tomorrow, and maybe, just maybe, a successor 

to the Age of Murray may be about to shine. 

 

  

Ros Satar is a regular contributor to 10sballs.com and runs Britwatch Sports 

(@britwatchsports), because we Brits like watching sport. Occasionally we’re good at it. 
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Rozzington’s Day 1 Wrap from the Davis Cup Finals In Ghent By Ros Satar 

  

And so it was ever thus, but with a twist as Brit new-boy Kyle Edmund gave the hosts a right 

fright, taking the first two sets off the Belgian No.1 David Goffin. If the visitors wanted a 

dream start, they sure got one after a 12 minute hold to settle the nerves. 

  

Blistering forehands, deft mixes of pace left Goffin at sixes and sevens for a little over an 

hour, as the hosts looked down the barrel of an opening defeat. But it was inevitable that 

Edmund’s level would dip, as the host swiftly took advantage of Goffin’s renewed vigour to 

keep themselves in contention. 
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The come-back had to be decisive, and the Brits know only too well from their midst how 

quickly a match can turn, and Edmund was finding that out as the wheels began to spin while 

Goffin pushed Belgium closer by levelling the match. 

  

 

Great Britain’s Kyle Edmund returns a ball to Belgium’s David Goffin during the first game 

of the Davis Cup World Group finals between Belgium and Great Britain in Gent, Belgium, 

27 November 2015. EPA/LAURENT DUBRULE 

Experience plays a huge part, and while there is absolutely no doubt that Edmund has a bright 

future, Goffin has the experience behind him in this kind of environment, and with the crowd 

roaring him on, he quickly roared through a decider, nullifying any power that the young Brit 

had in his forehand and with far too many errors, it was perhaps a crushing blow to let the 

decider go without a game on the board, especially the last two where Edmund fought back to 

deuce to try and hang in with the Belgian. 

  

Personal history was going to be made no matter what – had Edmund pulled himself back 

into the match and won, he would have been the first man to win a live singles rubber on his 

debut, and Goffin came from 0-2 down to win a five-setter for the first time. 

  

In reality no-one thought the score would be anything other that 1-1 at the end of day one, but 

few would have reckoned on Edmund giving it a good go. 

  

At the end of the match, emotionally he was shattered with the loss, but as we have said 

before he is an extraordinarily grounded young man. Despite his loss (goodness even Saint 

Andrew of Murray lost his first live singles rubber (ok one of only two losses). 
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Edmund admitted: “I was nervous naturally. I was just trying to focus on trying to block out 

the atmosphere, the occasion, and just play tennis, which is something I do every day. I hit 

thousands and thousands of balls. It couldn’t have gone any better. 

  

“The third set he started to get on top of me. Then things started to fall away. In the fourth set 

I was struggling physically, and in the fifth set. It was just disappointing that my body 

couldn’t hold up the way I would have liked it to. 

  

That’s probably why I was upset at the end because I knew I had the chance to beat him. I 

was two sets to love up. It’s not a nice feeling losing two sets to love up, losing in five.” 

  

Give credit to Goffin, he was the first to pay his respects to the challenge that Edmund 

presented him with. 

  

He said: “First of all, Kyle played an unbelievable first two sets. He was really aggressive 

with his forehand. He played with his forehand with a lot of power. It was tough to manage it 

because I didn’t know Kyle before the match, how he plays. 

  

“It was tough for me. From the beginning, I was a little bit tight also. But I knew we have a 

chance in the match. I had the chance in the third set. I knew when it was 3-1 for me, the 

match turned. It was better until the end. I tried to stay calm, to manage it very well. At the 

end I’m really happy to win the first point. People expected me to win the match, and that’s 

what I did.” 

  

Now this ploy of losing the first two sets and wanting to go on and qin was perhaps not going 

to be quite as straight forward in the second match between Ruben Bemelmans and Andy 

Murray. 



 

Belgium’s Ruben Bemelmans in action against Britain’s Andy Murray during the second 

match of the Davis Cup World Group Final between Belgium and Britain in Gent, Belgium, 

27 November 2015. EPA/LAURENT DUBRULE 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

But the Belgian crowd had been lifted as though fuelled by endless waffles, and the Belgian 

had no issue breaking back after the Brit went ahead an early lead. The Belgian of course 

came to play, and showed some beautiful touches at the net burning Murray over and over 

with drop-shots that left the Brit scrambling around on the slippy stuff on more than one 

occasion. 
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At the start it looked as though Murray was playing a more measured game, but as time wore 

on it was clear he needed to do more than play within himself, treating the crowds to some 

cheeky little droppers of his own, followed with the odd crushing lob. 

  

In fact the ceiling at the Flanders Expo is lower than regulation height, and Murray was asked 

whether that would harm one of the most effective shots in his repertoire, but he looked to 

have the dimensions locked in quite nicely. 

  

The third set was when the Belgians were at their most threatening, with Bemelmans 

breaking and giving the crowd something to cheer – in fact so much so that the supervisor 

had to come out and issue Team Captain Johan Van Herck with a warning. That in turn gave 

the crowd something to boo about – there was no winning, although put down of the day goes 

to umpire Carlos Ramos ‘Shhing is not being quiet!’ 

  

It is evident when Murray steps up a gear, and with more zip on his ground strokes the 

momentum swung back to the visitors as Murray broke the Belgian to love, and served out 

for the match – job done, but can he do it again, and again? 

 

Britain’s Andy Murray in action against Belgium’s Ruben Bemelmans during the second 

match of the Davis Cup World Group Final between Belgium and Britain in Gent, Belgium, 

27 November 2015. EPA/LAURENT DUBRULE 
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He said: “I believe in myself. I believe in me and Jamie as a doubles team, as well. But it’s 

obviously going to be tough. I mean, Goffin’s a top-quality player when he plays well. He’s 

ranked 15, 16 in the world, plays well on the clay. 

  

“I’m aware that will be a very tough match to win. In the doubles, Davis Cup is always 

tough, never easy, just because of the way doubles is played. I believe we can win the tie, 

obviously, otherwise there would be no point in us being there. But it’s going to be tough, for 

sure.” 

  

So as expected we end all square on Day 1. The only thing we can be sure of is that the 

family firm of Murray and Murray will face supposedly Steve Darcis and Kimmer 

Coppejans, but in truth we would not be surprised to see that Belgian order switched about. It 

would really be no surprise to see a Goffin/Bemelmans or Goffin/Darcis pairing. 

  

Ros Satar is a regular contributor to 10sballs.com and runs Britwatch Sports 

(@britwatchsports), because we Brits like watching sport. Occasionally we’re good at it. 
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Saturday in Ghent, Murrays Make Hay In The Sunshine by Ros Satar 

  

It was as if Friday had just been a prelude to a big party, when the revised Belgian team of 

Steve Darcis and David Goffin lined up to take on the Murray Brothers. 

  

Cast your minds back, if you will, to the summer of 2015 and the quarter-final, where an 

exhausted Andy Murray was pretty much carried by his brother, who had been in his first 
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Grand Slam final just a couple of weeks before, and then once more in Glasgow where the 

brothers paired up again for a thriller in the semi-final against Australia. 

  

There were nerves, Plenty of them and it was fair to say on first look Jamie Murray and 

Darcis seemed to be the weaker of the pairings, so it was a surprise to say the least when it as 

Andy Murray fending off the first break point of the match and David Goffin surrendering 

the first break to give the Brits the advantage. 

  

Retribution, when it came though was quick from the land of the waffles, as the targeted a 

nervy Jamie for the one break in the second set to level the match. But if it was nerves more 

raw than a freshly caught fish, then the third set had it all with no fewer than five breaks of 

serve with Jamie Murray and Darcis struggling to stay on terms in their service games, before 

once more Goffin lapsed enough to give the Brits the edge in their three-set shoot-out. 

  

The Murrays have at least paired up before in Davis Cup, whereas Belgian Team Captain 

Johan Van Herck opted against using the rather useful Ruben Bemelmans who had some 

good doubles pedigree for Davis Cup, and opted for this pairing who had played three times 

but never on Davis Cup duty. 

 

Britain’s Andy Murray (2nd L) and Jamie Murray react after winning the first set against 

Belgium’s David Goffin (R) and Steve Darcis (L) during a double match the third game of 

the final of the Davis Cup World Group between Belgium and Great Britain in Gent, 

Belgium, 28 November 2015. EPA/LAURENT DUBRULE 
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Darcis was again the weak link, and once he started swinging a bit wild, it looked as though 

the Brits would not lose – especially after Jamie Murray came through the clutch game to end 

all clutch games, saving seven break points to consolidate the first break on Darcis. The 

second was far more clinical, and it was left to Murray senior to serve out for the match. 

  

Talk about sticking together the way brothers should – some superb set plays with Andy 

sharp as tacks at the net held the game afloat, and a second serve kicker on the second match 

point sat up just enough for Darcis to wing it wide and to give the Brits a valuable 2-1 lead 

with Andy Murray the first match on the board on Sunday. 

  

Van Herck had to concede that putting in an untried pair in the Davis Cup Final had been a 

risk. 

  

He said: “I think the experience of playing doubles together, the experience of playing 

doubles the whole year-round. I think we had chances, but we didn’t convert on it.” 

  

Goffin now faces a tough challenge having lost twice to Murray on hard courts, and never 

having won a set off the Brit, his only victory as such being a walkover in Rome this year 

after Murray had won his first two clay court titles back to back in Munich and Madrid. 

  

He said: “I’ve never played against Andy on clay court, so I’m going to try to, yeah, play my 

best tennis tomorrow. Of course, tomorrow I have nothing to lose. I just have to give 

everything I have for the match. 



  

“I think on clay court I have some weapons to play a good match. I still don’t know how 

Andy’s going to play and how he’s feeling today, but I think I’m going to focus on what I 

have to do, and I will do it until the end.” 

  

 

Britain’s Andy Murray in action against Belgium’s Ruben Bemelmans during the second 

match of the Davis Cup World Group Final between Belgium and Britain in Gent, Belgium, 

27 November 2015. EPA/LAURENT DUBRULE 

Murray, as always, is playing down the huge significance of the match on Sunday. 

  

He said: “It’s far from over. Even if we lost the doubles, I would have said the same thing. I 

still think we have a very good chance in both of the matches tomorrow. Even if I was to lose 

against Goffin, I think we have a very good chance in the fifth rubber, whoever plays for 

them. 

  

“Obviously to be up 2-1 gives us a better chance of winning. Only having to win one of those 

two is better than having to win both.” 
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However – he has beaten Goffin twice and the Belgian has yet to take a set off the Brit. Even 

his one ‘W’ on paper is accompanied with a ‘/O’ after Murray handed him a walkover in 

Rome. 

  

Ros Has This Prediction: 

The “House of Goffindor” to take it’s first set off the Brit but for the “Principality of Murray” 

to reign victorious over quite possibly the largest trophy in all of creation. 
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A Little Piece Of History In An Otherwise Mad World – GREAT BRITAIN Win The 

Davis Cup By Ros Satar 

  

Move aside, the Perry era, and welcome the age of Murray, as the world No. 2, British No. 1 

and all round laird of our green and pleasant land put the icing on the cake, sealing a straight 

sets win 6-3 7-5 6-3 over Belgium’s David Goffin to bring Great Britain home 3-1. 

  

We could say, it was always in the bag. We could say the Belgians had a lucky draw with 

weakened squads from last year’s champions Switzerland, and Canada. But they can only 

fight who is presented over the other side of the net, and they absolutely deserved to be there. 
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Belgium’s David Goffin in action against Britain’s Andy Murray during the fourth match of 

the Davis Cup World Group Final between Belgium and Britain in Gent, Belgium, 29 

November 2015. EPA/LAURENT DUBRULE 

  

Goffin absolutely had to get off to a blinding start if he wanted to make any dent in Murray’s 

form, and although for the most part his fleetness of foot, and plucky fight had him hanging 

toe-to-toe with Murray, in the first set in particular his first serves did their best to trip him 

up. 

  

A single break was a slim margin to seal the first set, but the four set points to earn it told a 

different story. 

  

The drama really played out in set two, and it seemed to all the world that Goffin was having 

to dig awfully deep in each and every service game. They went on so long, we almost thought 

they had crossed into Murray’s service games, save for the fact that the Brit went on a bit of a 

holding spree, knocking three consecutive holds to love. Take THAT, ” House of Goffindor.” 

  

By now with 11 sets of tennis in those slender little pins, Goffin was doing more than his fair 

share of trudging. The occasional nerves from Murray still evident, and as for the sound – I 

thought they would have to go some to match the near visceral sound of Glasgow, but the 
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atmosphere on the last day even perhaps went some way to assuage the annoyance for fans of 

having to pay to use the loo! In truth we have decided this is actually a Belgian thing – even a 

cheeky nip into Maccy-D (McDonalds)costs you half a Euro. 

  

We know you are supposed to stay strictly neutral but there were a few teary eyes, and 

wobbly bottom lips as Murray crashed to the clay with the Brits trampling over him as the 

final shot was played. 

  

You see, once more history was being made, and you have to ask will we ever see the like 

again. I mean I am almost sure I will be there at a Slam somewhere to witness Murray 

winning another one in my lifetime, but one look at the forlorn England jerseys belonging to 

our harangued football (soccer) team shows us that many many years will come to pass 

before we could be in this position again. 

  

Don’t believe me? Just look at Switzerland and their demise from Davis Cup champions to 

slumping out of the first round. 

  

And who will take Andy Murray’s place? We think the light will next shine on young Kyle 

Edmund. Sure he got a public dunking in the fire clays of hell to lose from two sets up but he 

will learn from it and will get better. 

  

For now though, let’s bask in what was good about this year’s Davis Cup Final. Two teams 

vying for history, some extremely high quality tennis and a suitable pinnacle for the sport to 

finish the year on. 

  



 

To pee or not to pee. That is the question. 50 cents to use the loos at Flanders expo. 

@DavisCup. Captive market. – Photo by @judmoo via Twitter. 

What could do with some more work? Seriously don’t serve 13000 fans beer and then expect 

them to pay for the toilets, and the trams going back to the quaint civilization of Ghent were 

rammed.(Jammed) 

  

At times the internet would let us embittered hacks down, and maybe (especially with the 

addition of Betway to the sponsor folder) maybe the ITF should consider nominating a 

neutral and well equipped venue for the final and allow equal numbers of fans, although it 

has to be said, on Sunday you would never have known that only 10% of allocation had gone 

to the visitors, so fine in voice were they. 

  

Goffin, who was visibly upset after the defeat on court said in press: “Andy was really solid 

today. I give what I had to do, what I have. Yeah, today I gave everything. I think after a 

match like this, I have no regrets. I think after a match like this, and a tie, we can all be proud. 

Even if we lost the tie today, I think we played an unbelievable season in Davis Cup. I think 

Andy and the Great Britains [sic] deserves the trophy today.” 

  

Belgian Team Captain Johan Van Herck concurred, saying: “At the moment I have no regrets 

at all. I’m still behind all the choices I made. I’m behind the preparation we had. I think today 

we lost to a better team. That’s it. If you see Andy today, I think as David said, there was for 

us nothing more to do. We gave it everything, but he was just a better player. He was great at 

the big points.” 

  

With the sound of Europop blasting out of the British Pub while the British team were being 

interviewed, the curtain fell on the season proper. 
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Captain Leon Smith summed it up, having been the driving force for the last five years 

behind the team: “Has to be one of the best achievements of all time. It’s incredible for all of 

us to watch how he’s managed to win that many rubbers, that many wins, especially when 

you look back at the tie in France and also the Australia match, obviously a lot of fatigue, 

managed to find a way through. It was absolutely incredible, amazing.” 

  

And let’s leave it to the man of the moment to have the final word: “It’s obviously an 

amazing feeling. I imagine it will take a few days before it really sinks in. I’ve been pretty 

upset having lost matches before. But I’d say that’s probably the most emotional I’ve been 

after a win. It’s incredible that we managed to win this competition. I didn’t know that would 

ever be possible. It’s great.” 

  

But have no fear – Andy’s back in action at the Champions Tennis in the Royal Albert Hall 

playing “TieBreak Tens” next weekend! 

  

Ros Satar is a regular contributor to 10sballs.com and runs Britwatch Sports 

(@britwatchsports), because we Brits like watching sport. Occasionally we’re good at it. 
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Hosting a special @Miss_Hits mums + daughters session at the Royal Albert Hall tmrw. #makingtennisfun for girls. – Photo by 

@judmoo via Twitter. 

  

On Saturday, Judy Murray received the 10sballs.com Coach of the Year Award, at the end of 

a fun-filled morning for families and kids arriving early at The Royal Albert Hall, where the 

Champions Tennis is taking place. 
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Judy Murray holding the Coach of the Year Award. 

After receiving her award – a silver-plated tennis-ball can containing balls from the 2013 

Wimbledon final (a special one for the family Murray), she spent a few minutes talking about 

the initiatives that made her the ONLY choice for this year’s award. 

Murray has been indefatigable – take a look sometime at her Facebook and Twitter feeds 

because in amongst her now legendary grading of cakes of the world are many shots of her 

near daily trips around the country. 

All her followers see is another day, more happy children playing and ejoyng sports, but there 

really is so much more to that, as she explained to me. 

“I’m a huge believer in getting kids to enjoy being active at a young age because if it 

becomes a way of life at a young age, it is likely to stay with you. My main goal of course is 

to get more children trying tennis, and my whole thing is that if we make it fun for them in 

the early stages, you’re far more likely to get the retained in it, you know that they want to 

come back. 

“A lot of the fun of course comes down to not just the content but the equipment, you know 

the type of things that you do, but is for the most part is actually down to the workforce. So a 
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lot of what I’ve been doing over the last two years is going round the country in my van full 

of equipment with another coach (Kris Soutar) and my little programme’s called Tennis on 

the Road. 

“Basically we take the van into places where there isn’t any tennis, or very little tennis, but 

where there’s a desire in the local area to have tennis and we train up a workforce of often 

volunteers, because in many areas remote and under-privileged areas in particular you don’t 

have tennis coaches and you don’t have money.” 

Tennis has long been since as a sport for the elite, but Murray has been working hard to 

ensure that this is really not the case. 

She continued: “Sometimes you don’t even have courts so we show them how to make the 

best use of whatever space they have available, whatever that is. But we train up teachers, 

parents, club members, students, fifth and sixth year pupils, coaches of other sports, 

development officers, and we show them how to deliver fun simple starter tennis so that 

many more children can get the chance to try it. 

“I’ve been doing that now for almost two years, and it’s been incredibly successful and 

incredibly fulfilling for me.” 

Anyone who has followed any of the Murray clan in any way shape or form is by now 

familiar with a lot of the stories of the boys growing up, and how the games Judy found for 

them to play as children have been at the core of the programme. 

“I do a lot of stuff with balloons. Balloons are cheap, they don’t hurt anybody, they’re big, 

the move slowly, so basically you can build up tracking skills, catching and throwing skills 

with a balloon from a very very young age. 

“My Tennis on the Road progamme is just in Scotland, we have terrible weather and hardly 

any indoor tennis facilities [so] we use a lot of balloon stuff because obviously you can use 

them indoors.” 

I was a scaredy cat when I was a kid so probably nothing would send me running (ha, 

probably a good thing!) more than a balloon, but there are of course many other toys and 

objects that can be used. 

“I do things with balloons, do things with bean bags, do things with racquet handling skills 

which we call tricks. Because really when kids play tennis for the first time, you have to 

remember that they’ve never had a racquet in their hand before and you have to be able to 

handle the racquet before you have any chance of hitting the ball. 



 

Balloon tennis at today’s mums & daughters #MissHits clinic. How low can you go? Looks 

like @judmoo is winning… – Photo by @Miss_Hits via Twitter. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

“You also have to be able to throw and catch a bouncing ball and move to and from a 

bouncing ball, and nowadays sadly many kids can’t do that, so you’re having to teach them 

these basic physical skills before you have any chance of getting them to hit a bouncing ball 

over a net, with a bat.” 

Obviously time has moved on since Jamie and Andy were in their formative years, and so the 

games have evolved too, as she explained further. 

“My whole thing is really about designing or creating I suppose, the games, exercises that 

will do the teaching for you. so for example kids nowadays don’t do very much above their 

heads. In tennis we do a lot above our heads because you obviously have to serve, a big part 

of the game and usually the hardest thing to teach kids to do. So, one of the things that we use 
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to teach them the motion of the serve and the smash is a game of piñata which is of course a 

party game. 

“We rip up pieces of newspaper and we stick some wrapped sweets in amongst in and put it 

in a supermarket poly bag and hold it up above our heads attached to the handle of a racquet, 

and the kids come forward and they smack it with a racquet until it bursts and the sweets fall 

out. But it won’t burst unless you hit it quite hard, but actually the game teaches them the 

smash and we don’t have to tell them anything about how to do it. 

“So that’s my point is that it doesn’t have to be about having tennis lessons, or spending a lot 

of money. Most of these skills, co-ordination skills, balance skills, agility skills etc. – they 

can actually be learned at home if parents will take some time to do it with them.’ 

It is not just about the kids though. The programme, as described above, also focuses on 

building a workforce. There is no denying a lot of this is done on good graces alone, but 

surely at the core is getting parents interested in keeping their kids active. 

“When we go out in the van our last session of any day is usually between half [past] four 

and six and it’s always a parent and child session because obviously kids are out of school 

then. 

“But the parents are what we see as a potential workforce, because they can assist at the cubs 

and the schools and the parks, but of course they can play tennis with their own kids because 

they’re going to be the first point of call – if a child enjoys tennis, they want somebody to 

play with them, so they’re going to make the call first.” 

If I look at my own situation, I was encouraged to try anything I wanted, and was even taken 

to a few things I loathed (Ballet for example – I do NOT do tutus!). But one thing she said 

rang very true. Always active as a child and a former club track athlete, I spend most of my 

middle aged years lamenting not having time to hit the gym! But I know I have to. And I 

need to. And more importantly I want to. 

Later in life I encountered an acquaintance who looked down her nose at me ever loving the 

concept of sport, and I always felt that was a sad state of affairs, to think that someone was 

simply ‘ungirly’ for being into sport. 

Miss-Hits is Judy Murray’s latest venture, and just watching star-struck young girls coming 

to thank her for the morning’s session, including one adorable little one who was admiring 

the award, grasping it as she explained that the balls inside were from THE Wimbledon run, 

it is just as valuable a programme to laud. 

She concluded: “Miss-Hits is an all-girl programme. It took us about two years to get it up 

and running but it is designed to get more little girls to play tennis by making tennis more fun 

and attractive and giving little girls more [of] what they want but also to help to create a 

bigger female coaching workforce at entry level, because I think that goes hand in hand with 

girls in the game and retaining girls in the game, because female coaches better understand 

little girls.” 



 

Little Miss-Hit Tikki won her first real tennis match today! Go Tikki! – Photo by @Miss-Hits 

via Twitter. 

 

A great morning with @judmoo at #miss_hits – Photo by @RachyButch via Twitter. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Whether it be Tennis on the Road in Scotland, Miss-Hits, country-wide, or her work at the 

Elena Baltacha Academy of Tennis, working with boys and girls who are sticking with 

tennis, there is no doubt that Judy Murray continues to be a driving force across tennis in 

particular and sport in general. 
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Add to that her considerable experience with the British women’s Fed Cup team and her 

boundless support for the British women, turning out to watch them on their tournaments 

around the globe, all around the year. 

If we had to sum it all up in just one word – Inspiring…….. 

Ros Satar is a contributor to 10sballs.com and runs Britwatch Sports (@britwatchsports), 

because we Brits like watching sport. Occasionally we’re good at it. 
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